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Profs disagree about
why many fail algebra
by Keith Porter
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•
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Statistics compiled by the Institu·
tional Research and Planning Division
of UCF show that College Algebra
leads the way in withdrawals and is the
second most failed class among required courses.
Dr. Lokenath Debnath, the chairman of the Mathematics Department,
high schools should be blamed for
many students' poor showing in College Algebra. Some students, though,
say the class is too hard, too fast, and
has poor professors.
The UCF Grade List Summary
shows that College Algebra had a 23
percent withdrawal rate and a 15.5
percent failure rate in Fall 1985.
That gives it the top withdrawal rate
and the third highest failure rate that
term, while last fall it again had the
highest drop out rate with 22.6 percent
and the second highest failure statistic
of12.6 percent. Only students in Principles of Statistics failed at a higher
rate.
Michelle Jones, a junior, said,
"Those statistics don't surprise me any,
because I was forced to go to Valencia
[Community College] to take the class
because it simply was too hard here
and the material was covered much to
quickly. My teacher here went so fast
and didn't explain or take the time to
answer questions in class. But at
Valencia, I got a 'B' instead of having to
withdraw."
Debnath says students like Jones
don't try hard enough.
"I have one question to ask those
students," he said. "Did you take ad-

vantage of the math lab? Every class at
the beginning of the first week will
distribute the schedule of the Math
Lab. It is open 40 hours per week, and
I also have a long list of math senior
students that will tutor."
While most students polled said
they had used the math lab very infrequently, they were split on whether
College Algebra was a problem or not,
but almost all of the students said that
it depended on having a good professor.
Freshman Eu1anda Black said, "I
have no problem with the class at all,
and I think the class is too slow. But I
progressed to Math Analysis in high
school."
UCF sophomore Les Taylor said, "I
had a pretty good professor, and I think
that's a lot of the problem. I had a good
math background-calculus and trigonometry in high school-but I think
th v make a lot of people take the class
ana make it so hnr<l to m;-ikp mone-v.
They try to weed out people."
Sophomore Eliot Fuller said, "I took
it once and 1'11 be taking it again. It
went too fast, I couldn't ask questions,
and my teacher was terrible."
Many students avoid UCFs College
Algebra by enrolling in Valencia Community College's algebra class that is
taught at the VCC/UCF Academic Skill
Center.
According to June Jones, professor
of mathematics at the center, students
prefer the way Valencia teaches the
course.
"What I hear from my students is
that they like the choices we offer. You
can have a lecture class or a self-paced
class, and a lot of people like the self-

UCF staying out of
drug testing craze
by Paula Rodriguez

by Tracy Enlow

.11

OH DARLING, COME BACK
The University Theatre Association held various skits last week to raise money
through pledges for Wanda Speer, a UCF student with cancer.

SEE ALGEBRA PAGE 7

Education grads to
get week of honors
,..
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ASST. NEWS EDITOR

UCF will honor past university graduates who
have won outstanding teaching awards for 1987 and
examine the future of education during a week-long
tribute to educators Nov. 16-21.
The tribute, which is titled "Education Expo '87:
Teachers Touch the Future," is designed to showcase
.the world of teaching-particularly the accomplishments of graduates ofUCFs College of Educationthrough banquets, luncheons, meetings and presentations.
"The purpose of the Expo '87 is two-fold," explains
Dean William Johnson, College of Education. "First,
we want to give recognition to quality teachers in

At least one school says it will start testing nonathletes for drugs and another is considering doing
so, but UCF will not be joining them.
According to Vice President of Student Affairs
LeVester Tubbs, UCF has no policy concerning drug
testing.
. "Nonathletic drug testing is the farthest thing
from our minds right now," Tubbs said .
According to Hartford President Stephen J. Trachtenburg, nonathletic drug testing would be a troubling invasion of privacy.
"If we go down that road, we should test college
administrators as well, starting with the presidents,"

SEE EDUCATION PAGE 4

SEE TESTING PAGE 5
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• The women's soccer
team receives a bid to
the NCAA post-season
tournament. Also, the
football team continues
its domination.
See pages 11 and 12

• Columnist Chris Richcreek rips into the faults
of modernization and
the way technology
interferes with the daily
life of a UCF student.
Seepage8
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Education bash a national rash
-·

said Prof. Stephen Brookfield ofColumbia University
Teachers College.
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE
"We may well need to improve," added University
of California-Santa Barbara Chancellor Barbara
Education-bashing has become a national fad, and Uehling, "but we're not in that bad a shape."
campus leaders-while grateful for the attention- say
"I give colleges a good grade overall," Robert Hochthey're beginning to resent it.
stein of the Carnegie Foundation for the .AdvanceSince 1983 - when the Carnegie Foundation and ment of Teaching official said. "But it's a grade that
the U.S. Dept. of Education issued separate, widely could be improved."
influential reports criticizing American higher eduColleges are easy targets for criticism, Uehling
cation - groups, associations and publishers have noted. "There's no tangible output measures, no
been releasing other critiques at a dizzying rate.
bottom line."
The Education Commission of the States, the
Most higher education-bashing, said the AmeriAmerican Council on Education, the Holmes Group, can Council on Education's Elaine El·Khawas, "has
the National Education Association, the National been rhetorical rather than substantive, image-creCouncil on State Legislatures, among literally doz- ating rather than serious debate. I'm all for a higher
ens of others, all have contributed still more "reports" accountability, but some of the criticisms are not of
to the fad in recent months.
value to educators. They serve a political agenda."
As of last week - when the "Educational ExcelMany critics, she said, have not been paying attenlence Network" released a report blasting American tion because most campuses already have reviewed
history textbooks as "dull" - two books criticizing and reformed their curricula.
colleges more generally were on the bestseller lists.
"Their efforts may not have led to a best seller," ElTwo weeks before that, 37 college presidents sent Khawas said, referring to the success of Allan
an "open letter" to their colleagues, asking them to Bloom's "The Closing of the American Mind" and E.D.
champion "school reform" measures to · improve Hirsch's "Cultural Literacy," which argue that colteacher education.
leges don't teach students basic knowledge, "but
Since 1983, reports have savaged the state of there's no doubt educators have been addressing
college teaching programs, college ethical instruc- these issues."
tion, student materialism, disrepair in campus re"Some of the criticisms are unjustified," agreed
search labs, administrative bureaucracies and virtu- Hood College President Martha Church. "We're
ally every other aspect of American higher education. trying to prepare students for the future, but they're
The avalanche of reports, however, is beginning to making it difficult for us to do so."
strike some educators as excessive.
Still, the criticisms are not unwelcome on cam"The extent of the problem is vastly overstated," puses. "Higher education is certainly not a basket
by Mike O'Keeffe

case," said University of California at Sacramento
President Donald Gerth, "but every generation we
need to look at education."
"I interpret the whole atmosphere of the last 5 or
6 years as a sign of society's recognition that educa,..
tion is critical," observed Father William Sullivan,
the president of Seattle University.
"An educated populace is buying and reading these
books," Hochstein said of the recent bestsellers.
"That in itself says something about the success of
American higher education."
There's plentyrightaboutAmerican higher education, others assert. "Since I left Washington in 1985,"
said Terrel H. Bell, President Reagan's first Secretary of Education and now a professor at the University of Utah, "I've been able to look at education quite
carefully. I believe the criticism is quite healthy, but
we really do have a big advantage in our outstanding
higher education system."
Some of those now resentful of the educationbashing contributed to it.
Hochstein's Carnegie Foundation has authored
many reports critical ofhow colleges teach. Bell was
officially a co-author of the "Nation At Risk" report
that some say started the avalanche of criticism.
Seattle's Sullivan signed the September "open
letter" to campus chiefs.
So, not surprisingly, they concede the critics have
been correct about some things. "We went too far in
loosening curriculum requirements," said Chancellor Robert Corrigan of the University of Massachussetts-Boston. "We need to return tO a more
strictly defined curriculum to avoid fractionalization."

Texas can't halt hazing, report says
by Mike O'Keeffe
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

The University of Texas just can't
break down a "conspiracy of silence"
among Greek pledges long enough to
curb hazing on the campus, an 111page report issued Oct. 20 stated.
The report suggested Texas is going
to have a tough time succeeding until
student attitudes change.
The report was issued by a 26member Presidential Commission on
Fraternal Organizations, created last
year by Texas President William Cun-

ningham to investigate hazing, alcohol
abuse and disruptive behavior among
gr eeks.
According to John Ratliff, a UT law
professor, hazing is "like prostitution
or pornography. It is a consensual activity, and this makes it extremely difficult to deal with. Normally it does not
come to light until someone gets badly
hurt."
Lee Roever, a former Alpha Tau
Omega pledge, recently won an undisclosed out-of-court settlement from the
ATO national chapter after threatening to sue over a hazing incident. He
and 20 other pledges were forced to

stay awake for four days and were
pelted with eggs.
In September, the parents of Phi
Kappa Psi pledge Mark Seeberger filed
a $40 million suit, seeking damages for
Seeberger's death by alcohol poisoning
during a hazing ritual in 1986.
UT banned the fraternity after the
Seeberger tragedy, but last week's
report asserted stopping hazing in advance may be impossible.
The report cited two fraternities, the
Texas Cowboys and the Silver Spurs,
for continuing hazing despite administration warnings to stop.
Pledges were taken for rides -

driven far from home, then abandoned
- the report said. Initiates also were
shocked with electric cattle prods and
beaten with paddles.
"As long as the participants elect to
have this done to themselves and want
to maintain this secrecy, there's not a
whole lot the university can do," Ratliff
said.
The commission said ·the Cowboys
and the Spurs should not be allowed to
represent the school at football games
and other official events. The two fraternities tend to the Texas mascot
d~g football games.

,'
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Association for Children and
Adults with Learning Disabilities state conference will be
heldNov.12and13 at Howard
Johnson's Convention Center,
I-4 and Lee Road, Orlando. It
will be presented by the Florida Bureau of Exceptional
Education Students and
FACLD.
The 1987 conference will
focus on learning strategies for
high school students with
learning disabilities, early
identification and programs
for the preschool handicapped,
and advocacy training for parents of the learning disabled
• JAil. SOCIETY MEETING
The Central Florida Jazz child.
Workshop sessions during
Society will spotlight the UCF
the
two day conference are
Jazz Lab at the group's
geared
toward parents and
monthly meeting Nov. 15 at
teachers
of learning disabled
Chris' House of Beef, West
Colonial at John Young Park- students.
For more information, call
way in Orlando.
The three-hour session fea- the hotline at 422-821 7.
turing the UCF musicians
begins at 2 p.m. Admission is • FEE ON GSL's
Implementation of the
.$5 for society members and $8
Gramm-Rudman deficit refor non-members.
duction provisions · was ordered by President Reagan on
• LEARNING DISABILITIES
The 15th annual ~lorida Oct. 20. This will impact Guar• DISCOUNTS FOR DONORS
Donors will receive a coupon for 50 percent off the regular admission price to Sea
World when whey give blood at
Central Florida Blood Bank
from Nov. 1 to Dec. 26. The
offer is good at all Central
Florida Blood Bank mobile
and permanent locations.
To donate blood, an individual must be at least 1 7 years
old and weigh at least 103
pounds. For more information,
call the nearest Central Florida Blood Bank location.

anteed Student Loan disbursements immediately according to an interpretation by
the U.S. DepartmentofEducation. Any GSL disbursed on or
after Oct. 20 will be subject to
a 5.5 percent origination fee.
The previous origination fee
was 5 percent.
The Financial Aid Office
will be available to assist students should they experience
delays as a result of the enactment of these·provisions.
• SMOKEOUT RALLY
The Great American
Smokeout Rally will be held
Nov. 13 from noon to 1 p.m. at
Barnett Plaza on Park
Avenue, Winter Park and Nov.
19from11:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. in
Central Park. The event will
include refreshments, entertain~ent, costumed characters, and survival kits to encourage smokers to quit cold
turkey.
The Great American
Smokeout is held each year on
the Thursday before Thanksgiving. This year's date is Nov.
19.

The Smokeout, sponsored
by the American Cancer Society, is an upbeat effort to encourage smokers to give up
cigarettes for 24 hours. People
are encouraged to wear red on
that day to support a smoker to
quit.
• CALLIGRAFAIRE '87
Calligraphy craftsmen from
throughout Central Florida
and suppliers will have
samples of the latest in calligraphy pens, inks, papers, etc.
as well as examples of illumination, original medieval
manuscript pages, paper marbling and much more on display Nov. 7from10:30 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. at Calligrafaire '87.
The event will be held at Pine
Castle Center of the Arts, corner of Fairland and Randolph
Avenues off South Orange
Avenue.
There will be demonstrations, slides, and information
on a wide range of calligraphy
topics, as well as handcrafted
· items and finished artwork to
fascinate anyone interested in
any phase of calligraphy.

For more information, contact Robbie Brown at 2779070.
• HOSPICE CONFERENCE
Hospice of Central Florida's
sixth annual health care conference, "The Art of Coping"
will be presented Nov. 13 at
the Stouffer Orlando Resort
from 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Dr. Christian Barnard, surgeon, professor, and noted lecturer will be the featured
speaker. Actress Shelley
Bruce, former star of"Annie"
on Broadway will lead a workshop and address the group.
The conference through
workshop participation will
demonstrate how the therapeutic use of the arts allows us
a creative outlet for dealing
with emotions surrounding
difficult life events.
A buffet lunch will be served
with a morning and afternoon
break.
The conference is open to
the general public. For r~gis
tration and detaiis, contact
Caroline Tyo at 875-00~8.
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EDUCATION
FROM PAGE l
Florida who have graduated
. from our school. Second, we
want to make the teaching
profession more visible to the
public."
Educators named as "Outstanding Teacher" from Orange, Brevard, Osceola, Seminole, Lake and Volusia counties are all graduates from
UCF.
Tuesday morning, area
high school members of the
"Future Edacators Club of
America," will be brought on
campus for a luncheon at the
Student Center.
Candy Parker, Florida
Teacher of the Year, 1987, and
Mike Reynolds, NASA
Teacher in Space and the 1986
Teacher of the Year will speak
on the future of education.
Phi Delta Kappa, a teacher
education fraternity will host
a banquet at the Holiday Inn
for teachers in area counties
Tuesday night.
Supervisors of studentteacher internships will be
recognized in a showcase on
Wednesday morning. At a
campus luncheon at the Student Center Auditorium, Hazel Hailey will give a speech
titled, "Teachers make the
Difference." A presentation
titled "True Colors" will follow.
Expo '87 will end by honoring 1987's outstanding teachers at the Nov. 21 Knights'

football game.
Since 1970, over 7,000 education majors have graduated
from UCF.
_
The idea for Expo '87 originated six months ago to acknowledge UCF graduates
who have been selected by
their peers for their excellence,
dean Johnson said. He hopes
to make it an annual event.
Dr. Patricia Manning, director of Educational Research, said the UCF College
of Education Week will coincide with National Education
Week.
"The UCF Center for Excellence helped sponsor the festivities," Manning said.
She said, "Mayor Bill Fredrick has issued a proclamation designating that week as
Education Week. Central Florida is involved. The school district is involved. Everyone is
involved."
Manning says that in the
future we will see a critical
shortage of teachers due to the
lure of big business.
"We're trying to entice
people to education," Dr. Manning said. She continued,
"We're trying to present the
world of teaching as an interesting option to high school
students."
Throughout the week, exhibits and projects designed by
the faculty and staff of the
College of Education will be on
display in the UCF Education
Complex.

~-~
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GRADUATES:

GET
THE CREDIT
YOU DESERVE
Once again, we're proud to
offer the GMAC College Graduate Finance Plan. GMAC wants
to help us give you the credit you
deserve, and the keys to a new
General Motors vehicle.
For this special GMAC
financing, all you need Is your
diploma. proof of a job, a low
down payment, the ability to
meet monthly payments and no
derogatory credit references.
You'll get $400 off the purchase price, or a 90-day

deferral on your payments, as a
graduation present from GMAC.
To preview the new 1988 cars,
they will be displayed prior to and
during the Nov. 7 game. Stop by
and visit.

Fl NANCIAL SERVICES

UCF Ski Trip
Mt. Snow,Vt
December 14-22
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TESTING

"If institutions have strong, clearly written policies

with strong sanctions, they'll find that's more effective than testing."
Trachtenburg agrees education is amore effective
Trachtenburg said.
way to combat drug abuse. "A university's job is to
At Central Florida Community College in Ocala, educate, not police," Trachtenburg said. "Prohibition
any of the 160 students who participate in activities should have shown us a lesson about how far we
representative of the university, such as theater, should be willing to control substance abuse in a
·
dance, music and cheerleading, may be selected to democratic society."
submit a urine sample to be tested for illegal drug
More than 130 campuses now require students
use.
participating in varsity athletics to undergo tests to
According to CFCC Dean of Student Development determine if they use cocaine, marijuana, heroin,
Bud Gilligan, the school does not have a particular steroids and other illegal drugs.
problem with drug use.
According to UCF Athletic Director Gene McDow"We want to prevent a problem," Gilligan said. ell, drug testing for athletes has taken place in the
"You're going to see more of this. Educators need to past and is likely to take place in the future.
get involved, rather than sit back, and raise student
"It's a great deterrent," McDowell said. "It gives
levels of drug awareness."
.
people who might be tempted a reason to say no."
The University of Arizona may require nursing
McDowell added that when testing does occur, it is
students to submit to drug tests. A proposed policy unannounced.
would have students who.exhibit inappropriate beTrachtenburg said it is not unreasonable to test
havior take them.
athletes for drug use, especially steroids, to ensure
Such policies are misguided, according to Leo fair and clean competition.
Goodman-Malmouth, president of Governors State
According to McDowell, steroid use is not a probUniversity in Illinois and the American Association lem with UCF athletes.
of University Administrators.
College Press Service was used in compiling this
"It's an overreaction," Goodman-Malmouth said. story.

FROM PAGE l
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Once a week,Maria gets togeth r
w ith some of h r old st fri nds.

,.

Once a week, ev ry
week, he p nd a fi w
hours vi iring people
wh don't get a l t f
vi itors.
S m tim
he

Don't ·i ake Your Organs To Heaven
Heaven KnovvsWeNeed Them Here.

brings flower .
metime a gift.
But most of the
time, she brings what
they appreciate m t.

H rself.
o many peopl
today can use a hand.

important. That you
dogiv i.

mny.
B ca
in the end, what you give isn't
I
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THE20THSTUDENTSENATEREPORT
3rd Session

October 27, 1987

MEASURES IN COMMITTEE
BILLS:
2[}03 Funding for lnstiMe of Electrical and Electronlc Engineers Conference:
This blll allocates $525.00 to send 7 students to a conference (Joseph.Tabled).
RESOLUTIONS :
None
MEASURES VOTED ON AT THIS MEETING
BILLS:
None
RESOLUTIONS:

SENATE MEETINGS

20-03 Senate Working Fund Spending Polley: This measure states the Senate's
pollcy concerning spending (OAF, passed 34-Y)

Students are Invit ed to attend all Senate meetings, and to express any
Ideas or problems that they feel the
Senate should work on. Senate meetings are held on Tuesdays @4:00 In the
University Dining Room .

MISCELLANEOUS
Chief Ron Seacrist (University Polic e), Mr. Jerry Ost\S'rhaus (Director of Facilities
Planning), and Or. Richard Astro (University Provost) all addressed the Senate and
answered questions concerning their positions.
The Senate confirmed Greg Neff to the position of Chief Justice by a vote of
28-Y. 1-PR. S·AB. and Tracy Begley to the position of Brevard Area Campus Coordinator
by a vote of 34-Y. 1-PR.

STUDENTS
If you have and comments. questions
or concerns about the Senate Report.
or any legislation. please c ontact JJ
Mandato or Dash Wendrzy\< at x2191
or In SC 151 .

•• Legislation In Committee Is Introduced 0( Senators. and ls not finalized until the full Senate votes.

C&OFUNDING
Did you know thar your club or organization may be eligible for $250.00 In Office Supplies
and/or Advertisements for the next fiscal year? In addition. If your club will be attending
a c onference or convention It may be eligible for up to $300 .00 to cover registration fees.
Either way, stop by the Student Government Offices. SC 155, and ask for a Clubs and
Organization Funds, or Travel Funds, Request Form.

student Government Is funded
through the Activities and Service fee
as allocated by the student
Government of the University of
Central Florida .

SENATE COMMITTEES review and amend all Legislation before It Is brought for a hearing before the full Senate. The following
are descriptions of. and the time and day of the committee meetings:
OAF
C&O
LJR
SP
EA

Organizations, Appropriations and Finance: This committee reviews all changes to the Finance Code and any legislation
requesting funding.
Mondays@ 4:00 pm. In the Senate Work Room
Travel Clubs and Organizations: This committee decides whether a club receives funds for Office supplies/ Advertising or
Conference Registration.
Mondays @5:00 p.m. In the Senate Work Room
Legislative" Judicial and Rules: This committee reviews leglslatoln to change the Constitution. StaMes or Rules and
Procedures.
Thursdays@ 5:00 p.m.ln the Student Work Room
Services and Public Relations: Tt1ls committee reviews all non-funding legislation which deals with Student Government
Services. as well as Local. State, and National Issues which directly relate to the students of UCF.
Wednesdays @ 4:00 p.m. In the Senate Work Room
Elections and Appointments: This committee reviews all student Government Appointments. and makes recommendations for changes tot he Election statutes.
Fridays@ 11 :00 a.m. In the Senate Work Room

PR-Present (not enough Information/unable to decide)

AB-Abstain (conflict of interest)

V-Yes

N- No

Paid Advertfsement

~<P · ~~ ~{"&

ARTS &: SCIENCES ,l} ~
~
y
p
T
John Porter
p
y
Kim DeVogel
y
p
Jim Worrall
A
y
L
Bob Truett
y
B
Dave Martinson p
y
p
Diana Matty
p
y
Thomas Joseph
l
y
p
Scott Jenkins
y
p
E
Scott Bowen
y
p
Luis Rodnguez
y
p
D
SUzanne Loflin
BUSINESS
p
y
Jeff Raines
y
p
Mark Hanis
RESIGNED
Klm Clmock
y
p
MattKallcak
y
p
Kim Mentink
y
p
Kelley Massey
y
p
Chris Toutiklan
y
p
Roger Dube
y
l
Sean Greene
EDUCATION
p
y
Fred Schmidt
y
Krlsten Luglnbuhl p
y
Joette Gaccione l
y
Diane Kearney
L
p
Dan Sheppard
ENGINEERING
y
L
T
Bryan Martinez
y
p
Mike SUtton
p
y
A
Peter Partlow
y
p
Keny Cicora
p
y
B
Keith White
y
p
Jim Robinson
y
p
L
Jon Pohlers
HEALTH
y
E
Sharon Sammaro p
y
p
Sytvla Kelley
LIBERAL STUDIES
A
Kelly McBride
y
p
Brad Griffith
AT-LARGE
y
p
Dash Wendrzyk
BREVARD
James Catalano A
DAYTONA
Chris Hoage
A
SOUTH ORLANDO
RESIGNED
Ross Brown
A-Absent

P- Present

l-late

p
p
p
p

p

p
p
A

p
p
p
p
p

p
p
p
p

p
p
p
p

p
p
A
p
p
p

p
p
p
p

p
p

A
p
p

A
A

E-Excused
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Student GOvernment... Students Serving Students
t
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Student Government ~s f~nded through the Activities & Services Fee as
allocated by the Student Government of The University of Central Florida

The Central Florida Future, November 3, 1987,

A half page Student Government ad that was run in the
Thursday, October 29th issue of
The Central Florida Future incorrectly stated that a Bar-BQue was being given for all students taking the Party Bus to an
upcoming football game. Although bus service is available
to any game, a Bar-B-Que was
not held in conjunction with the
football game of this past weekend. We reg~et any inconvenience this error may have
caused.

Student Government. ..
Students Serving Students

ALGEBRA
FROM PAGE l

·paced classes because they can
stop and ask questions when
they have problems," Jones
said.
Debnath cites different reasons for the difference in the
way UCF and VCC teach algebra.
"One reason is that their
standards are less than ours,"
he said. "They ask easy questions, and they have easier
tests. We try to maintain a
high standard so that they
(students) can pass Business
Calculus and Calculus for
Engineering. We have higher,
better goals." But Jones disagreed. "We really do have the
same class. We meet with UCF
math faculty, go over the syllabi used at UCF, and essentially teach the same thing. I
don't think the differences are
there, except that we have selfpaced classes. Maybe UCF
should consider giving the
studentmoreofachoicein how
they take the class."
Jones said that as far as she
could see, the problem started
at the high school level, because many of her students
took classes like geometry
their senior year and ended up
rusty in their algebra skills
when they arrived at College
Algebra. Debnath agrees.
"The key reason for all this
is that high schools are not preparing students," he said.
He continued, "Another

7

teaching assistant two classes
a week to tum in homework
and have quizzes with maybe 1
40 other people. Ifyou want to
know the truth, College Algebra is College Algebra is College Algebra."
She has taken the class
three times, once at UF, once
at Sante Fe Community College for grade forgiveness, and
now at VCC because her cred-June Jones its would not transfer.
"Smaller classes are better.
VCC/UCF Academic
Skill Center As long as you get to know your
professors, you're okay. But
you sure don't in a class of a
reason is that high schools are 1,000. People complain that
not motivating students in classes are too big," said
math. They are not preparing Decker.
students for careers. High
The VCC/UCF Skill Center
schools prepare students for offers two algebra courses.
graduation, while we prepare One is an introductory course
them for engineering, busi- which offers no credit. The
ness, and science majors."
other class offered by the Skill
Belinda Jones said, "But I'm Center is Intermediate Alge- not an engineering, business, bra.
and science major! My major is
"A lot of people don't know
Psychology, and I don't see about us, but enrollment is up.
why I was given such a tough We have about 220 students
time in College Algebra. that are in classes normally
Maybe the math professors limited to about 20 students,"
haven't realized it yet, but this said Jones.
is not a technical school, but a
Debnath urges students to
normal university, and to re- make use of what UCF has to
quire everyone to take a class offer.
that seems to be designed for
"My only complaint is that
engineers is ridiculous."
students don't take advantage
Mary Decker said problems of the math lab and our tutors.
here are not so bad if you go to If students would, they would
other colleges.
do fine. Strangely enough, I'm
She said, "I took it at the teaching College Algebra now,
University of Florida where but I'm not having any probyou sit in a room with 700 or lems with my students failing,
1,000 people and listen to a and as far as I know, no one has
lecture. Then you meet with a dropped out," he said.

"A lot of people
don't know about
us, but enrollment is
up. We have about
220 students that
are in classes normally limited to
about 20 students.
11

Student Government is funded through the Activities & Services Fee as allocated by the Student
Government of The University of Central Florida

WALT DISNEY WORLD
COLLEGE PROGRAM
Walt Disney World representatives will present a
information session on the Walt Disney World
College Program on November 4 at 12 NOON,
104 Phillips Hall. Attendance at this presentation is required to interview for the Spring college Program, ~anuary-May, 1988. All majors
welcome.
For more information, contact,
Sheri Dressler, Co-op Office, 275-2314

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

c 1965 WALT DISN EY P RODUCTIONS

Poll-climbing Knights
deserve student
support-so give it!
When the Knights beat the Grand Valley State
Lakers by a 67-3 margin on Saturday, they proved
beyond a doubt that they are truly contenders for the
NCAA Division II title.
In fact, everyone seems to have caught on to the
fact that the Knights are for real, save one very important group: UCFs students.
The team, which went into Saturday's game
ranked 11 in the nation, pulled less than 8,000 fans
for a game that had been touted as its most important
in Division II.
The media claimed that the Lakers would be the
toughest Division II competition that the Knights
would face, pointing to the fact that this game will be
very important when poll time comes around. And
practically no one showed up.
The two obvious reasons for such a dismal showing
are Halloween and rain. Both happened to be going
on during the game. But that shouldn't stop fans from
going to see a Top 20 team, should it?
No one could blame the attending fans for leaving
during the rain-drenched halftime, because the
Knights already had the game well in hand. It's the
fans that never showed up that you have to wonder
about. What's the problem?
!fit's a Top 10 team you want, you should probably
have one. Unless all the voting members of the poll
committee have come to absolutely hate the Knights
for running up the score on everybody, they should
admit that the team belongs there.
So this is where things stand: if the Knights win
their remaining three games, the team will be practically assured of its first trip to the Division II
playoffs, and if we get there we'll be hard to stop.
But gettingthere won't be easy. The Knights need
ran support. This Saturday the team plays Liberty
College. While the Flames are not supposed to be
nearly as powerful as Grand Valley State (our 67-3
romp) our must win situation means that we can't
take any team lightly.
However, as long as the weather is nice and no
really great movies open this weekend, there should
be a decent showing at this one. Anyway, be there.
- The big one is in two weeks. On Nov.14 UCFkicks
off against the F AMU Rattlers. This is the one we
could very well lose. Not only are the Rattlers our
toughest remaining opponent, the game is also on
their turf.
This is where we really need attendance. Tallahassee isn't that long a ride, and if you don't have a car,
SG is offering a bus service.
So get behind the ~am. Get a car, get a bus, but get
there. A national championship may depend on it.
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Betty Crocker still beats Amano
A lot of people think modernization is one of the
greatest feats of mankind. I tend to disagree, because
modernization has replaced old, reliable problems
with new, unfamiliar ones.
It really hits home here at UCF. Look at CEBA I,
the ultra-sheik engineering building. Sure, it looks
pretty. Sure, it's functional. But I suspect that the
labs constructed for a perfect environment are actually rooms for meat storage. After all, who runs the
air conditioning system? It's colder in CEBA than the
average reception anywhere in Administration.
But it doesn't stop in the classroom. Modernization
stretches out to touch all aspects of college life. Take,
for example, the microwave. Many collegians that I
know are tired of having their Ballpark franks not
only plump when you nuke 'em, but also explode and
glow as well. These same collegians are investing in
Betty Crocker cookbooks in an effort to find out how
hot dogs were really cooked before the invention of
the microwave.
Now there's microwave brownies that take only
five minutes. Does anybody bake anymore?
Cordless telephones are really big, yet I'm tired of
watching my neighbor talk to someone on the phone
while sitting out in the backyard, especially when the
neighbor is calling me. I mean, just walk on over,
already.
The ultimate, though, has to be line-fresh Tide.

• KILL THE TAX

Laundry detergents, which aren't satisfied to smell
just like soap, have tried everything, including
making your clothes smell like a lemon so that it
matches the car you drive. But now, Title's taking a
page right out of nature in trying to make clothes
smell like they've been whipped in the wind for a few
hours. The catch is, the clothes do smell good, or at
least for the first 24 hours they do.
Everything has been built for convenience, and it's
taking some of the fun out of life. Convenience means
more free time~ which means I'll have to sit down at
the drawing board and find more creative ways to
waste it.
In the meantime, though, I'll continue to cook my
hot dogs and bake my brownies and do things the oldfashioned way.
I could preach forever on this stuff, but it's time to
leave this Apple Macintosh Plus computer and go to
the library. I have to access the LUIS system to locate
some books for my term project.
Modernization? Ha. Who needs it?

open up so many more new areas to
growth, not, as has been touted, to
Editor:
relieve traffic from area roads. If
It's unfortunate that neither the the area's growth management
Orange or Seminole County plans were strictly enforced right
Commissions has chosen to spe- now, most growth would stop in its
cifically designate substantial tracks since most highways (not to
percentages of money to go for mention other services) are over
public mass transit for their up- capacity at rush hours as well as
coming referendum elections. other hours.
Unfortunate because that means
we and other organizations will
We are increasingly approachonce again have to urge a no vote ing a time where growth will stop
on Nov. 3, the third time in a year or drastically slow and the develand a half that we have had to do opers know it so they keep pressing
so. But more telling is the attitude to expand the road system. The
which is continuously revealed usual rationale offered to expand
regarding the type of community roads is to relieve traffic congeswe will be living in the near future tion which would occur if no more
if these Commissions persist in growth happened but every time
their designs.
more development is permitted.
The commissions' view seems to
Let's return to transit for a
place minimal if any restrictions minute: transit (1) controls where
on growth while generally encour- development goes (ifit is allowed);
aging growth whenever and wher- provides a way to go for those who
ever possible. Here's how trans- don't have any and an alternative
portation and growth dovetail: for those who would like another
Growth needs a transportation way to travel and (3) truly would
system in place to occur. That's take traffic off the roads if no more
why many developers want to see development. occurred.
the beltway built because it will
People's Transit Organization

"·

.,

along with other organizations is
working to develop proposals that
would either restrict or stop development while at the same time
continuing to press for building ~
the public mass transit systems
the area needs and favoring proposals like the parks and environ- ..
mentally sensitive lands referendum, also on the ballot Nov. 3 in
Orange County.
If one thinks these issues will
disappear without being resolved,
one only has to look at the an- ~ ...
nounced candidates for county
Commission to see that the issues
will be around for a long time. We
as a community need to make it .,_..
clear we no longer will accept
rampant growth that ruins our
environment and community's
quality of life. continue to send
that message to area governments Nov. 3 by voting down the
transportation issues while ap- , ..
proving the parks referendum in
Orange County.

John Hedrick
People's Transit Organization

E'"
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Recently the College
of Business decided to
make its students pay for their
own Scantron answer sheets.
Here are some other changes
which we may see in UCF's
future.

Campus facilities will cost 1O
cents per flush ... the student
must provide the toilet paper.

Like a cheap hotel. the library
will rent study rooms by the hour.
Tables and chairs will be extra .

Toil booths will be set up on the
major sidewalks linking one side
of the campus to the other.

It will become common to tip
the professor for exceptional
lectures.

..
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PRESENTED BY THE
UCF STUDENT HEALTH
& WELLNESS CENTER

What's LET'S PLAY DOCTOR DAY?!
The UCF Wellness Center is proud to be a part
of SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON's annual "Let's
Play Doctor" program. This Friday, November
6th, members of the STUDENT WELLNESS AD- .
VOCATE TEAM will be donating their services
of blood pressure and cholesterol checks,% body
fat, respiratory competence, free AIDS info and
condoms, and Safe Ride Home card sales·. All
students are encourages to partic_ipate in this informative physical evaluation. The green is the
place come Friday! GaArAMERICANSr
.

SMOKfOUJ'
"-~~:·.·:··

;(

Join SWAT and the Health Resource Center as America helps itself to
a day without smoking November 19. We'll be on the Green with material and ideas to give you a hand. Look for the red ribbon, a symbol
of the road to a better way of living for you!

By DARIN BROWN

281-5841

MEDICINE:
Before you take it, Talk about it.
Ask your health care professionals
these questions about your
prescritption medicines.

II

What is the name of the drug and
what is it supposed to do?

FJ

How and when do I take it - and for
how long?

1!11

What foods, drinks, other medicines

~ and medications should I avoid while

taking this drug.
. . Are there any side effects, and what
Iii.I do I do if they occur?
·

l!I
11:.11

Is there any written information
available about the drug?
.

D

g
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Roommate wanted
Nice house on Park Ave. Wlnter Park 3bedroom 2-bath washer+dryer yard $250
+ 1/3utillties. Ca11Murat647-3112eves281521 l days.

DettaGomma
Lots of love to our very special pledge
sisters. We hope you enjoyed the masquerade Ball. Thanks to our Anchormen
who are always there for us. Laura. the Ball
was beautiful! You did a wonderful Jobi

Sigma Phi Epsilon
Pledge meeting tonight at 9:00 p.m. at

Male Grad Student Sharing Modem 3bd
Rm home near FL MALL $200/mo plus 1/2
or $75 perwk inc all responsible lndMduals
Iv mes at 859-5094 with times to return call.
Roommate wanted lake front house dock
washer/dryer big yard Casselberry $275 +
1/3 utilities call Mornings 831-2621.

the U.S. Government? Get the facts todayl Call l-312-742-ll42ext. 689

and Pledges of Dl>E LOVE our LU' Sisters
and Frienas of the Heart.

""'

Wlnter Park Condo - Gottslde Villas 1
bdrm. Hwy 436 near University. S335/mo.
plus deposit. 645-1630.

Room for rent/master br; bath; water bed
(Incl)/ 12 min to UCF/ 327-2737.

Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Get your families to the house for parent's
Day Saturday! BBQ@ 3:00, game @7:00. 6
more weeks of school + 2 more weeks of
pledgeshipl

tlilli11~il1
Alpha Epsilon Rho
Attention all RTV. film, journalism. and
communication majors. gain experience
by Joining the national broadcasting society meetings Tuesdays 5:00 learning resources lecture room.

Baptist Campus Ministries
Does the Bible address today's Issues? Do
you have questions about Christianity?
Everyone ls invited to BCM's Bible Discussions In the SOL across form the mailboxes
at 12 noon Wednesdays. 'We care.·

New l & 2 bedroom apartment homes
• Pool & Jacuzzi
• Temls Courts
• Fitness Center
• Washer/Dryer Hookups
• Frost-free refrigerator w/lce maker
•Self-deaning ovens
• Townhomes Available
•Roman Tubs-Select Units
• Areplaces-Select Units
1/4 mfte north of Colonial
on Econlod<hatchee Troll
281-6803

•65 Mustang 6 cy1. headers 3
strong S25CXXl obo. 281-4655.

spd runs

'81 Dodge ST Regis power everything
cruise, tilt etc $2CXXl 1-312-0897.
Renting Rots - Own a housel 3-2 in Deltona one yr old S62.000 321-0897

Professional Word Processing

1-f&lflll
ABOITT!ON SERVICES. birth control Information. pregnancy tests and counselling.
VD screening. low cost. confldentlol ser\1lces and general anesthesia. 898-0921
Central Florida Women's
Health Organtzatlon
Financial aid for college ls available. RESULTS GUARANTEED! Call 1-800-USA- l 221
ext0627.
RESEARCH PAPERS. 15.278 Avallablel
Catalog S2.00. Research. 11322 Idaho.
#206XT. Los Angeles 90025. Toll free (800)
351-0222. Ex. 33. VISA/~ or COD

ABORTION SERVICES
Local or IV Sedation. Early Pregnancy Test.
Morning-after treatment. Confidential •
Private. woman-owned: A special ap' proach to health core.
Birth Control Cen18f 422-0606
1030 Herman Avenue. Orlando

,Exoertenced baby-sWerGoodwlth kids or
all ages. Avollable Monday. Friday, and
Saturday nights. Tuesday and Thursday
mornings until noon. Reasonable rates.
Co~ 275-4771 .

Share a house Sl20.00 monthly. Call before 2:30 p .m. 365-5796.
$300.00 Security Deposn
No Application Fee
Pool Heated Jacuzzi
2 & 3 Bedrooms with 2 FULL BATHS washer/
dryer hook~ps. mini-blinds stating at
$465.00
UC:F{Martln Alea
Student and Famlty Sections
Sussex Place

1981 Mazda GLC great condition am fm
cassette stereo S2500 or best offer cal Ken
282-2421.
Comaro Z28 for sole, rew engine pb. ps.
oc. cc. air shocks. 52900 call 658--8843 or
271-9191 Gair.
Queen size woterbed. lnclud05: Waveless
mattress. liner. pedestal. mltTO<ed heodboord. w/shelves. podded side rol&ng
and one palrwoterbed sheets $295. 8981754.

Free pregnancy tests. No appointment
necessary. Pregnancy Information and
referral. Confidential. True Ufe Choice
Pregnancy Center. 1405 W. Fairbanks
Ave .. Winter Park 647-1477.

ACCOUNTING MAJORS
Becker CPA Review Is planning on holding
a mock session In Or1ondo in early November. No obligation. If Interested, col col-lect.
(813) 963-7403 ask ror Donnie.
Cheap Relioble Aillne Tickets call 6451858 evenings and weekends

...
UCF CREW VARSITY WOMEN
All the novice Women want to thank you
for the delicious spaghetti dinner. Your
·wisdom and expertise was great1y appreciated .
UCF CREW # 1 Ready-All-Row
All the NOVICE WOMEN

ROOM FOR RENT
New home n HuckleberrySulxlMslon very
close to school. Tennis. bsktbai. rqtball.
swlrrmlng all ovolloble. Hove you own
room. Must be mature. non~moker. No
lease or dei:x>slt. Rent Includes al utilities
except phone. S250/month caB 282-4381 .
Apt. 2br/2ba. pools. tennis. near UrJv. on
436. S425 + security. Carport Included.
Call 740-0323.
For rent 2 bdrm/2bath across from CF. ful I
carpet+ kitchen. w/d conn S400 avollable now Call 281-17n evenings. 12183
Des Cortes Ct.

llJ1Wlt.
NOO-smoklng. seml-sh.Jdious male seeks
same as roommate. $185.00 a month+ 1/
2 utilities. Access to UCF through Research
Park. 2 bedroom l l /2 bath. k. soon as
possible. Call Bryan at 27~2 mornings
or evenings.

Typing-Don't sacrifice the personal
touchl 21 years experience. Perfection
my specialty Thesis expert call Susie 2732~ days 647-4451 eves.

REsUMES/TYPESETTING
Professional Lasertypesetttng, many types
of documents. Fast turnaround.
Kinko's Coples Across from UCF
Open 7 days a week 658-9518.

TERM PAPER BLUES?
Relax. let words 'N Stuff help. Quality typIng & wordprocesslng. Free pk:kup & deIIvery.
WORDS 'N STUFF 679-5205.
Customized wordptocesslng services.
Resumes. reports, etc. Goldenrod and
University. 678-4306.

Granada 78 Great Car only $850.00 ca II
or leave message 843-2169.

Lost Cole HP41CV. Please help me. This
means the lost of a l ptgms & hours Invested in this colc. WiD pay nice reword.
Surprise me at 273-2571 24 hrs.
Lost male tabby cot 10-10 1 1/2 yrs old
Alafaya +Coral Reef Dr. 282-0406 Reword.

,.-

Air Traffic Controllers
No aviation exp. nee. l 8-62K per yr application Info 1-813-254-lATC.

FAST TYPING SERVICE

travel agents. mechanics. customer service. Listings. Salaries to SSOk. Entry level
positions. Call 1-805-687-6000 Ext. A-4628.

Welcome back Knights! A. Able Typing Is
introducing a frequent service program.
Save 20% by letting us do al your typing.
Join now and save. Coll about details.
Quick professlonal service UC:F's oldest
typing service. Free revislOOS. Some day
and weekend services. Visa & Master
Cord. Over 16.700 sotisfledstudents and 4
grouches - 671-3002.

Students needed to clean homes. Hours
to fit schedule. Call 699-1636.

PROFESSIONAL TYPING
•One mile trom UCF Campus•

Pizza Inn Wlnter Pork needs delivery drfvers/cooks. Excelent pay. Need own cor
w/proper Insurance. Must be 18 or over
coll Marie-days 678-1655.
Al~INES NOW HIRING. Flight Attendants.

HELP WANTED
Part/full time
Working knowledge of MS-DOS & IBM PC
required. Knowledge of Lotus Symphony
and dBase Ill a plus. Send Resumes and
transcripts to: Russ Koclr. 7680 Republic
Dr.. Suite 600. Orlando, FL 32819.

·stephany:
I love you.

UsaS.

·n)0 Leaves Tum Brown and you still ore
mine·
Thanks for 12 great months

Dean
All types of student documents. Some day
service available. IBM letter quality word
processing.
Fa.st• Professional •Acc1Sote
WORDMASTERS 277-9600
Resumes and cover letters
Designed I Revised /Typed - 657.0079
Typing/Word processing: Grad quality
work. editing. technical. 366-0538.

James
Attention Todd W.
Look around In Ar-111 2010 for someone
who Is Interested in taking a ride In yoll'
1987 Mustang.
Someone who's Interested
Jim, 'My Baby' you are awesome I love
you. yours always
Doll Face

For information on how to place a classified ad, Call Mike at The Central Florida Future. 275-260 l.
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Englsh Tutoring
All areas
(305) 282-0)65

Child's wall. Call after6:30 p .m . 321-0321
Sanford.

Suzuki GS450 '81 Good Cond w/helme t
moving must sell S650 neg. 277-2212.

Lost: A gold bracelet of great Senttmental
value. Reward: 679-5007.

679-1011

ARTIST - to paint animated mural on

~

Lost: Sapphire so&talre pinky ring reward
249- 1685.

-~,eOS
c\oss~
Ore

~

-

For term papers plus at good rates coll
657-3502. Quality paper. Choice of type.
Call days early evenings and weekends.
Just 2 miles from UCFI

HYPNOSIS for memory l~ovement. anxJety. bad habits. lnsormla, sports perfections special student rates. Dr. Bi Hansen

281-6393

Learn about COMPUTERIZED INTERVIEWS
usedbyExxon.T. I. &Fortune500Co~. WILL
YOU GIVE IT CONTRADICTING INFO?
Come out & meet Carol Cheek. Pres. Interview Systems. Inc. of Miami. Pres Boo.rd
Rm Admin 3rd FL 4 p.m. Thu. 11-5

* Student Discount *

Documents of any kind
DATA ENTRY EXCELLENCE
740-0227
Winter Park - lmmed. off 1-4

PREGNANT?
Hyundai Excel-GL 1986 LIKE NEWI Extended warranty 5 speed, air, stereo +
cassette Must selll $5700 call 644-3948.

Available, beautiful 2 bedroom 2 bath
apartments at Forest Highlands. Apts. can
282-5657 for Information.

Studen1 Personnel Asscx:latlon

FLYI Anywhere In the CONUS or Mexico
that Continental Flies. Coupons Good for
travel through May 1988. Flexlble scheduling up to 2 hrs before departure no penaltiesl $150 Kurt 366-0012.

GRE perpetration software pkg . for apple
II 4 diskettes and manual; new 50.00 65677rR after 7 p.m.

COLONIAL LANDINGS

a

A.A. Meetings
ACOA Meetings
Wednesdays at 11 :00 a .m.
At Wellness Cntr.
for Info call Kara or Terri 281-5841.

XT - TURBO SYSTEM
IBM Compatible l 5lNt/ Power Supply 8 slot,
AT keyboard. dual speed processor (4.77 /
8MHz),640Kmemory 1360Kfloppydlsk.10
MB hard dlsk. Hercules mono graphics.
amber hi res monitor (T/S). 2 parallel. 1
serial port. clock. calendar and lots of
software. Phone #290-6308.

Is It true you can blJy jeeps for S44 through

HPB-3591 Thanks to Kt.. AMI. and AXA for
a great Halloween Social! The Bl'others

Tau Kappa Epsilon
TKE I and II. good luck In the footbal tourney, kick some ... Volleyball schedule at
table. Trivia Time: What Is the REAL story
BEHIND Doggy's nickname?

GOVERNMENT HOMES from Sl (U repair).
Delinquent tax property. Repossessions.
Coll 1-805-687-60'.X) Ext. GH-4628 for current repo list.

20/20 Eyecare Center will give you FREE, one pair
of S.V. plastic prescription sunglasses when you
purchase your regular pair · of complete eyeglasses or contact lenses.
Eye examinations on the premesls or bring your prescription.
Order must be accompanied by COUPON & STUDENT 1.D.
Not valid wlth other coupons or discounts
Not valid on prior orders
Includes solid color tint
Choose from selected frames - No SUbstttutes

University Park Plaza (near X-TRA)
411 S. Semoran Blvd. Winter Park
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Need Money for College ?
National Student Data Service is now offering a
introductory program to UCF students.
Now for a limited time students can
get a student data search for Just $29.00.
This price is ten dollars off the regular retail price.

Write: National Student Data Service
1638 W. Holden Ave. 191A
Orlando, Fl. 32809
For information package
or call (305) 857-4631
and leave name and address.

I Mail this od with aplicationl

..

Halloween ·Knightmare for GVS
·Knights easily manhandle tea~ believed to be toughest Div. II opponent
by Paul Owers
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•

The night looked right for all to go
wrong.
A crowd of only 7,552 bothered to
sneak a peek at the Florida Citrus Bowl
Saturday night, leaving doubts as to
who the home team really was.
UCF Coach Gene McDowell had
preached all week that Grand Valley
State-a team that has won 14 of its
last 20 games-would be the finest
Division II opponent his team would
face this year.
A steady wind and an even stronger
rain plagued this Halloween night
game, threatening to ruin UCF's passhappy offense.
But instead, UCF turned back all
the annoying signs to the contrary,
methodically mauling the Lakers, 67-

3.
The path was carved by freshman
tailback Mark Giacone who bulled his
way through the Grand Valley State
defense for touchdown runs of 1, 5, and
2 yards.
"He goes berserk when he gets the
ball," said McDowell.
The victory was a costly one, however, as wide receiver Bernard Ford
and starting fullback Perry Balasis
succumbed to ankle injuries within
minutes of each other. Ford will miss at
least Saturday's game with Liberty
(Va.) University, while Balasis will be
out for the remainder of the season.
The injuries definitely detracted

Joe W.in.teln/CENTAAL FLORtOA RJTU~

UCF fullback Mark Giacone celebrates wtth a teammate after scoring a
touchdown Saturday night. Giacone had three touchdowns and rushed for
73 yards on 20 carries

from another UCF rout, and left critics
wondering whether the Knights can
win the remainder of their games,
especially th~ Nov. 14 meeting against
Division I-AA Florida A&M in Tallahassee.
"I do feel a loss," said quarterback
Darin Slack, who completed 16 of 31
passes for 273 yards, two touchdowns
and broke Dana Thyhsen's season records of most attempts (300), yards
(2300), and touchdowns (22). "It'll take
the effort of two or three people to make
up for [Ford]."
It was also the second time in three
weeks that the Knights had been criticized for padding their margin of victory. They have out-scored their last ,
three opponents,164-20.
"I tell ya, their bad reputation is
justified," said irate Laker Head Coach
Tom Beck. "I emphasize that UCF is a
much better team, but they surely
didn't demonstrate class."
Grand Valley State got on the scoreboard first after linebacker Michael
Smits intercepted his first of two
passes and returned it to the Knight
33-yard line. It led to a 35-yard field
goal by Douglas Lee with 10:25 remaining in the first quarter.
UCF took the lead, 7-6, when Slack
tossed a 36-yard touchdown pass to
Ford with 5:43 remaining in the quarter. Giacone made it 14-3 when he
scored from the 1-yard line on the
Knights' next possession.
Defensive back Keith Evans' return
SEE KNIGHTS PAGE 14

Knightmares & deluge shutdown Lakers' attack
by Scott Broden
ASST. SPORTS EDIDTOR

The Knightmare defense had its strongest performance of the season against Grand Valley (Mich.)
State, yielding only a field goal, caused when the
offense had a turnover.
The Knights scored 67 points, a UCF record. But it
was an aggressive defense, which forced eight turnovers -five of them interceptions-that led to the
lopsided victory.
"Our defense was great," coach Gene McDowell
said. "I think we played our most aggressive game all
yea..;."
The Knightmare defense was aggressive enough
to sack the Grand Valley quarterback, Guy Schuler,
five times for 27 yards in losses.

,,.

"We knew we had to put a lot of pressure on their
quarterback," free safety Keith Evans said. "They
couldn't do anything on us the whole night."
The defense limited Schuler, who had been
averaging 216 yards a game passing, to 99 yards in
the air. The defense also limited the Laker ground
game to 85 yards.
Early in the game, the offense floundered when
quarterback Darin Slack threw two interceptions to
linebacker Mike Smits at midfield. However, the
Knightmares stalled both opportunities, limiting
Grand Valley to the field goal.
The Knights were leading 14-3 midway through
the second quarter when Evans picked off his first
pass of the season in the middle of the field and
returned it to the left corner of the end zone.
"We put good pressure on the quarterback, so I
knew he would have to get rid of the ball," said Evans,

who intercepted eight passes last year, the most in
school history.
UCF nearly had another interception returned for
a touchdown when comerback Reggie Edwards
jumped in front of a pass at the right sideline and ran
down the field until he was tackled from behind at the
Grand Valley 5-yard line. Edwards also had a sack
.
earlier when he blitzed from the right side.
Defensive end Keenan Wimbley led the pass rush,
picking up two of the Knightmares' sacks. Defensive
tackle Joe Simmons and backup safety Bill Stewart
each had sack. Stewart also recovered one of three
fumble recoveries for the defense.
Linebacker Jimmy Goodman led the Knights in
tackles with eight and also had an interception.
Two backup comerbacks, Brian Covington and
Jimmie Roberts picked off the other two interceptions.

Knight romp costly: Ford,
Balasis suffer injuries
with Liberty University with a
bruised right ankle.
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Balasis, however, wasn't as
fortunate. He was helped off
In a frightening twist to the field following a 21-yard
Saturday's 67-3 thrashing of reception and was taken to
Grand Valley State, Bernard Winter Park Hospital where
Ford and Perry Balasis went he underwent surgery Sunday
down with ankle injuries, forc- morning to reset a broken left
ing the Knights to face the ankle. He will miss the repossibility of taking on Florida mainder of the season.
"Ford will miss the next
A&MonNov.14-agamethat
will likely dec~de if UCF ad- game, but I don't think he'll
vances to the playoffs-with- miss anything after that," said
Coach Gene McDowell, who
out either player.
Ford, whose legs were taken added that the offense will
out from under him acciden- remain essentially the same
tally by UCF t?ffensive guard while Ford is on the sidelines.
Joe Welnst.in/CEMAAL
VTURE
Scott Elling, was X-rayed "We're gonna miss Bernard, The Knights will be without the services of starwideout Bernard Ford who will miss n ><'!\> ~~k's
immediately after the injury
SEE INJURIES PAGE 14 game with an ankle injury. Ford had four catches for 83 yards before exiting Saturday.~·e.
and will miss Saturday's game
. .-. :.. :.

by Paul Owers
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Women's soccer earns playoff berth
by Chris Brady
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

After a week of nail biting and campaigning, it was
time for UCF women's soccer coach Jim Rudy to have
some fun.
Rudy spent Monday morning on the phone talking
to his players about the selections for the NCAA
tournament. With a straight face, Rudy would begin
by consoling the player, preparing her for another
dissapointmm.t like last year. Then, when Rudy
could no longer hold it in, would he confess-UCFhad
indeed received a bid in the 12-team national tournament.
UCF will open post-season play this weekend
when they host Barry University. The tentative time
is 2 p.m. Sunday at St. Claire Field. The winner will
play North Carolina State the following weekend for

a berth in the Final Four.
UCF defeated Barry 1-0 earlier this season at
home. However, Rudy is concerned about having to
play Barry a second time.
"It is hard to get up for a team twice in the same
season," said Rudy. "Barry will be really motivated
since we beat them and they also feel they should be
the host team."
·
But due to some convincing campaigning last W'eek
by Rudy, UCF is the host. At the start oflast week,
Barry was ranked ahead ofUCF in the South Region
even though UCF had beaten them. Rudy spent
countless hours on the phone pleading his case during the week.
"I made five points for us being ahead of Barry in
our region," said Rudy. "And nobody had a conclusive
argument to ours."
.
Finally, after a two hour conference call Saturday
night that ended at 1 a.m. Sunday, the region

swithced UCF and Barry in the rankings. The bids
were made Sunday with UCF matched up with
Barry. Since UCF was ranked ahead of Barry in the
region, they received the host bid.
Overall, Rudy felt the selection committee did a
good job.
The Lady Knights have a match at the Florida
Citrus Bowl Wednesday against Florida International at 5 p.m. but Rudy is not overally concerned
with the outcome.
"We just want to have fun," said Rudy. "Neither of
us has anything to prove."
"We want to get out of it without any injuries,"
added assistant coach Bill Barker.
"We have been disappointed in past years in not
getting selected," explained Rudy. "Now that we
have gotten in we have to make the best of it."
"We can not be happy with just making it. We have
to prove we belong and make up for the past ye~rs."

Soccer teams to take on
opponents at Citrus Bowl
Staff Report
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Throw out the record books
when these two local rivals
meet.
That's because there's little
need to compare scores and
records when UCF and Rollins
College meet to play a men's
soccer match.
The annual rivalry has an
added ·attraction this yearthe game will be played tomorrow in the Florida Citrus Bowl
beginning at 7:30 p.m.
The UCF women, ranked
ninth nationally, will play
Florida International in the

Florida Citrus Bowl at 5 p.m.
the same night.
The Knights-Tars rivalry
has many parallels. Among
them:
• UCF coach Jim Rudy is a
1970 graduate of Rollins College.
"Emotionally, this is a big
game for our people," Rudy
said. "We could have our best
team and Rollins could have
their worst team and it doesn't
matter."
• Rollins College first-year
coach Dave Fall is a former
UCFKnight, having played for
Angelo Hyd9/CENTRAL FLORC>A FUTURE
the team for four years prior to UCF' s Ian Gill will lead the Knights against the Rollins Tars tomorrow at the Florida Citrus Bowl.

SEE ROLLINS PAGE 14

UCF leads the series 6-4.
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Knights getting reputation
as· 'bad boys' of Division II
If YOU'RE PAYING MORE
THAN THIS FOR COPIES.

YOU'RE GmlNG BUFFAIOED
At Kinko's we offer the highest quality copies at a very low
price. Try Kinko ·s. For great copies. And great deals.

kinko·s·

Creat copies. creat people.
12223 University Blvd.
127 W. Fairbanks
(corner University & Alafaya Trail)
At Park Avenue

658-9518

.

628·5255

EMPLOYERS TODAY
WANT MORE THAN
THE SAME OLD B.S.
A nationwide college program
called Cooperative Education can
give you more than a degree. It can
f!i:ve you the experience you need
to get the job you want

------------------...c•

CO•OD Education

UCF sure isn't making any friends en route ·
to the playoffs. Two weeks in a row the Knights
have humiliated opponents, the latest a 67-3
shellacking of Grand Valley State Saturday.
Add another coach, Grand Valley's Tom
Beck, to the list of Knight haters. He joins West
Georgia's Frank Vohun who publicly pouted
about UCF coach Gene McDowell running up
the score. Vohun's Braves bowed out 52-14 to
UCF.
"They are not a class organization," Beck
said. "I tell ya', their bad reputation is justified.
"I emphasize that UCF is a much better
team, but they surely didn't demonstrate class.
They could have a great reputation because
they have great athletes."
It's a good thing UCF has plans to move to
NCAA Division I-AA soon. There may soon be
no Division II teams left for UCF to play.
Just call UCF the University of Nebraska of
Division II. The Com Huskers are infamous for
pounding teams into the ground. And then
kicking them. But hey, if you've got the muscles
why not flex them?
Clearly, the Knights are a step ahead of any
Division II team they've faced this year.
McDowell, in his third year, has yet to lose to a
Division II team since he took over as the
Knight mentor. In fact the Knights haven't lost
to a Division II team since September 24,1983,
when North Alabama beat UCF 47-20.
It's just an indication of how powerful of a
Division II team UCF really is. Grand Valley
was supposed to be a worthy opponent for the
Knights. But UCF made light work of the Lakers, running and passing at will. Again the
defense was awesome. The last three wins,
UCF has out-scored opponents 164-20.

Another indication ofhow explosive UCF is is
that the No. 1 ranked team in Division II,
N orthem Michigan, only beat Grand Valley 280 last week.
"Northern Michigan doesn't have UCF's
speed," Beck said. "UCF has great speed and
explosive players.
"I hope they get their rear end kicked by
somebody."
UCF needs these big wins, though they may
be dangerous. Big wins catch the attention of
the coaches voting in the poll each week. UCF
needs to be ranked in the top eight by the end of
the year. Generally, the top eightranked teams
in Division II receive playoff bids.
The only bad thing that may come out of all
this is if some of the coaches who vote in the poll
form a secret fraternity to blackball UCF from
advancing too high in the poll.
It's possible some coaches may take that
extreme. That's why it's important for UCF to
not have any sort ofletdown. The Florida A&M
game (Nov. 14 at Tallahassee) is vital to the
Knights. IfUCF can come away with a win over
the Rattlers and not get upset by either Liberty
or Morningside, a playoffbid may be in the back
pocket.
But one letdown, and there just may be some
coaches ready to pounce on the Knights for a
change.

You earn a future when you earn a degree.

f:Wt For a free boolciet write: Co-op Education • P.O. Box 999 • Bostoo. MA 02115

~
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Wednesday, Nov. 4

at Florida Citrus Bowl
•5 PM - Lady Knights V.S. Florida International
• 7:30 PM - Knights V.S. Rollins
UCF-Students admitted free with validated l.D.
I
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yard plunge, but it was
tailback Robert Ector (two
touchdowns), Sean Beckton
(25-yard touchdown reception), and reserve running
back Jon Jordan (28-yard
touchdown scamper) who
tacked on fourth quarter
scores to give UCF its most
lopsided victory in history.
"We have a good football
team and sometimes the score
gets out ofhand," said McDowell, overstating the obvious.
"We are not a very conservative football team and the
• scoreboard proves it."

KNIGHTS
FROM PAGE 11

of an interception for a touchdown and Giacone's 5-yard
score in the second quarter
made·it 28-3. GVSC quarterback Guy Schuler was tackled
in the end zone to give UCF a
commanding 30-3 halftime
advantage.
Fewer than 1,000 fans
weathered the rain and stayed
for the record-breaking second
half. Giacone achieved a hat
trick with ~ third score, a 2-

INJURIES

Management Associate ·Program·
Financipl Security Corporation of America,
a Maitland-based financial services
organization with an exciting atmosphere for
motivated individuals with the determination
to succeed, would" like to talk to you about an
opportunity in the Financial Services Industry.

The Management Associate Program offers
training leading to positions in:

tailback Mark Giacone to his
natural position at fullback t,o
replace Balasis.
"The second-and thirdstring fullbacks will play, and
the tailbacks will stay right
where they are," he said.
Said Quarterback Darin
Slack: "The team's got enough
character to make up for [the
injuries]. This is a multipleability offense."

FROM PAGE 11

but [reserve wide receiver]
Sean Beckton really came
through for us." Beckton
caught six passes for 104
yards, giving him 15 for 191
yards on the year.
McDowell also ruled out the
possibility of returning

• .Regional Recruiting
• Home Office Personnel
• Junior Partner Sales
Interviews will be held on campus November 2
and November 16. Sign up in the Placement Office
or call Don Steelman at (305) 628-8850
for a personal interview.

ROLLINS

deadlock at UCF two years
ago.
"It means an awful lot to me
and the rest of the seniors,"
said forward Mark Lamb. "No
graduation in 1981.
"He knows our people inti- matter what oilr records are, it
is a big game and a big rivalry."
mately," Rudy said of Fall.
Goalkeeper Dan Cordia
• UCF assistant coach Bill
Barker is a 1975 graduate of agreed, saying, "This is the
most important game of the
Rollins College.
UCF and Rollins College year. We're 1-1-1 with them in
have met in men's soccer 12 our (seniors) games so this is
times. The Knights won the the rubber game. "
last meeting, 3-1, in the season
"It's for bragging rights
finale last year at Rollins.
around Orlando," midfielder
The Knights lead the all- Tim Schmidt said. "Everybody
time series, 6-4. There have just plays their hearts out
been two ties, including a 1-1 every time we play each other."
FROM PAGE 12

Financial Security Corporation of America
Glenn H. Martin, Chairman
Financial Security Center 341 N. Maitland Ave., Maitland. Florida 32751
305-628-8850
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·Men's soccer takes Victories at USF, JU
Senior forward Mark Lamb surpasses last year's goal total with goal against each
by Scott Broden
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

The UCF men's soccer team (8-7) won both its
games last week on the road, beating South Florida,
1-0, and Jacksonville, 5-1.
Mark Lamb scored a goal in both games to bring
his season total to 12, five more goals than he had last
year.
The victory was the Knights first win over the
Bulls. "It's about time," coach Jim Rudy said. "We've
played great games against South Florida and lost. I
guess it's poetic justice that we played poorly and
won."

The Knights started out slow against Jacksonville tripped. ''They built a wall and Ian took a perfect kick
partly because two ofthe UCF forwards were brought over the wall and into the left corner," Rudy said.
down when they had wide open scoring opportuniGill then assisted on the next goal when he hit
ties.
·
freshman forward Bret Stoner who was open on a
Rudy thought game officials should have awarded break away. "At halftime, I said play some balls to
Stoner," Rudy said, "because he's getting open."
free kicks for the take downs.
Freshman midfielder Ryan Palmisano scored the
"Despite two poor decisions, we hung in there,"
Rudy said.
final goal after he stole a pass 30 yards in front of the
Junior forward Ian Gill opened the scoring for Jacksonville goal. "He hit a left-footed bomb right
UCF on a header after picking up a pass from junior into the corner," Rudy said.
midfielder Ryan Battle senior defender James Reid.
Lamb then scored his goal on a 25-yard shot off an
Rudy also said the Knights had a strong defensive
assist from Paul Innerarity. "The keeper should have game from Scott Carswell, Tim Schmidt, Tim Smith,
Joe Jaggie and especially Reid who shut out
had it," Lamb said.
.
Gill put the game away on a free kick after he was Jacksonville's leading scorer, Kurt Tierney.

Slumping Lady Knights look for redemption tonight
UCF coach Lyn King was not only
disappointed with her team's performance over the weekend, but also in its
previous matches the past two weeks.
The Lady Knights entered the tournament with a four-match losing streak,
during which they failed to win a single
game.
"We're in a mental slump," said
King. "Emotionally, they're getting
down on themselves."
After losing to back-to-back regional
confer ence powers South west Texas
State and North Carolina, UCF
dropped a 15-3, 15-6, 15-13 decision to

by Paul Owers
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The volleyball team won two of four
matches over the weekend in the
seven-team Jacksonville Tournament,
defeating Florida International University on Friday, 15-7, 15-6, 15-3 and
Georgia Southern on Saturday, 15-3,
15-10, 15-10.
UCF (17-13), however, lost to Mississippi, 15-9, 15-12, 14-16, 15-6 and to
Stetson in a bitter five-game match, 515, 6-15, 15-10, 15-5, 15-8.
.
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didn't get a full warm-up in its first
match against Mississippi, but King
refused to use that as an excuse. Losing
to Stetson, a team that the Lady
Knights have beaten three times already this year, left King without answers.
"I'm disappointed to see a daily team
with such good talent (UCF) go through
a match with a team that they're far
superior than [and lose]'," she said.
Tonight UCF will get the chance for
redemption when it faces the Lady
Hatters at home. Match time is 7 p.m ..

K~o/i~~.:%]'~:~7-W~W.,

Don't lake Your Organs To Heaven
Heaven Kno-wswe Need Them Here.
_. • I

Di vision II Florida Southern. Five days
later, the Lady Knights fell to South
Florida, a team they beat for the first
time in three years in the UCF/Burger
King Classic earlier in the season, 15-8,
15-8, 15-12.
"I've been coaching here six years
and every single year we hit this stage,"
said King. "It's all a head game."
The Jacksonville Tournament originally was meant for eight teams, but
C.W. Post canceled, leaving tournament directors no choice but to re-design and make it a round-robin format.
The Lady Knights arrived late an9
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Tuesday & Thursday·
are Ladies Nights
. at

$1.00 Cover
· Ladies Drink FREE 7-11 P.M.

----------------------------Wednesda Night Is
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